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Purpose: Schizophrenia is associated with alterations in neural structure and function of the 
retina that are similar to changes seen in the retina and brain in multiple neurodegenerative 
disorders. Preliminary evidence suggests that retinal microvasculature may also be compro-
mised in schizophrenia. The goal of this study was to determine, using optical coherence 
tomography angiography (OCTA), whether 1) schizophrenia is associated with alterations in 
retinal microvasculature density; and 2) microvasculature reductions are associated with 
retinal neural layer thinning and performance on a measure of verbal IQ.
Patients and Methods: Twenty-eight outpatients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective 
disorder and 37 psychiatrically healthy control subjects completed OCT and OCTA exams, 
and the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading.
Results: Schizophrenia patients were characterized by retinal microvasculature density 
reductions, and enlarged foveal avascular zones, in both eyes. These microvascular abnorm-
alities were generally associated with thinning of retinal neural (macular and peripapillary 
nerve fiber layer) tissue (but the data were stronger for the left than the right eye) and lower 
scores on a proxy measure of verbal IQ. First- and later-episode patients did not differ 
significantly on OCTA findings.
Conclusion: The retinal microvasculature impairments seen in schizophrenia appear to be 
a biomarker of overall brain health, as is the case for multiple neurological conditions. 
Additional research is needed, however, to clarify contributions of social disadvantage and 
medical comorbidities to the findings.
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Introduction
Schizophrenia is a multi-system disorder that involves a significant vascular com-
ponent. This was described long ago by Bleuler, who noted “The fragility of the 
blood vessels which appears in many schizophrenics, both acute and chronic, seems 
to indicate a real vascular pathology”.1 More recently, studies indicate both 
peripheral2 and central nervous system3 microvasculature abnormalities, in addition 
to elevated rates of cardiac disease4 and a significant overrepresentation of genes 
involved in vascular function among schizophrenia candidate risk genes.5 Based on 
this and other evidence, it has been suggested that schizophrenia is an adult 
vascular-ischemic disorder,5 with vascular changes occurring secondary to neuroin-
flammatory processes and eventually leading to changes in neural function and 
neuroanatomy.6

The retina is a part of the central nervous system (CNS) that derives from the same 
tissue as the brain in early development, and the retina and brain share many aspects of 
cytoarchitecture and physiology, including neurotransmitter and receptor types. As 
a result, the retina is often referred to as a “window to the brain”.7 Studies of changes in 
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neural retinal structure have been informative regarding 
changes in brain structure and function, and disease progres-
sion, in neurodegenerative diseases,7 and accumulating evi-
dence suggests that retinal microvasculature changes are also 
informative in cases of CNS disease.3,8–11

A brief and non-invasive method for assessing the state 
of retinal vasculature is optical coherence tomography 
angiography (OCTA).12–18 OCT is a method based on low- 
coherence interferometry that uses the difference between 
the power in spectral frequencies of near-infrared light 
reflected back from the eye, relative to the frequency 
composition of the original light output, to generate 
detailed images of retinal layers (conventional OCT) and 
the retinal microvasculature (OCTA), in a manner analo-
gous to how ultrasound is used to generate biological 
images. Imaging of the microvasculature specifically is 
implemented via analysis of motion contrast across the 
rapidly collected images. A decorrelation technique is 
applied to successive images; patterns that are similar 
across scans are interpreted as stable tissue, whereas 
regions that show differences across successive images 
are interpreted as flow through blood vessels, and there-
fore the presence (and location, length, and width) of 
blood vessels. The use of OCTA in the field of neurology 
has generated data indicating that a wide range of neuro-
degenerative diseases are characterized by retinal micro-
vasculature abnormalities, with extent of the alteration (eg, 
reduced density of vessels) often being correlated with 
disease severity.9–11,19 OCTA is only now beginning to 
be incorporated into psychiatric studies, however. 
Previous studies of the retinal microvasculature in schizo-
phrenia using conventional fundus photography have 
reported wider venules,3,20 narrower arterioles,20 and 
abnormal trajectories of venules and arterioles.21,22 

OCTA provides estimates of the total area containing 
blood vessels, and the total length of blood vessels within 
prescribed regions of the retina (see Figures 1 and 2), 
which are indices that have not been previously reported 
on in schizophrenia in published studies.

Thus, we sought to characterize the retinal microvascu-
lature in schizophrenia using OCTA. Because there is evi-
dence from OCT that thinning of retinal layers in 
schizophrenia may not develop until several years after the 
first psychotic episode,23–26 we investigated a sample that 
included both people recovering from a first episode of 
schizophrenia (eg, patients with a single hospitalization that 

had occurred no more than 2 years prior to testing), and 
people with a longer period of established illness (ie, who 
had experienced multiple hospitalizations for psychotic epi-
sodes, with greater than 2 years since their initial episode), in 
order to determine if any OCTA findings would follow this 
pattern. Of note, the OCTA data reported here were collected 
from the subject sample in one of our prior OCT studies.24 

The results of that study indicated macula thinning in the 
later-episode, but not first-episode, schizophrenia partici-
pants relative to age-matched controls. These findings are 
consistent with emerging evidence of retinal abnormalities in 
people with schizophrenia26–29 and, in some cases, in those 
at high risk for the disorder.30–32 Here we report: 1) OCTA 
findings from this sample; 2) relationships between micro-
vascular and neural layer thickness and volume; and 3) the 
relationship between retinal microvasculature and estimated 
verbal IQ.

Figure 1 OCTA images of superficial retinal layer vasculature in a psychiatrically 
healthy control subject (top left) that was age-matched to a later-episode schizo-
phrenia patient (bottom left). Reduced microvasculature density is clearly visible in 
the lower image (see also Figures 2–4 for additional information). The foveal 
avascular zone is highlighted with a red border. This region was larger in the 
schizophrenia sample (see Table 3). The same subsection of each image, bounded 
by a yellow square, is enlarged and shown to the right of each primary image. 
Microvasculature reduction is more easily visible in these enlargements, despite the 
lowered resolution.
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Patients and Methods
Subjects
This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences, 
and subjects provided written informed consent. Thirty-three 
people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective 

disorder and 38 psychiatrically healthy control subjects par-
ticipated in the study. Demographic data on subjects are 
found in Table 1. The patient group included 15 young 
people recovering from their first psychotic episode, with 
their single hospitalization occurring within the past 2 
years, and 18 people with at least two hospitalizations due 
to psychotic symptoms; for 17 out of these 18 later-episode 
participants, it had been over 5 years since their first hospi-
talization. The control group included 20 subjects under 30 
years of age and 18 healthy control subjects over 30 years of 
age. As described in Lai et al,24 inclusion criteria were: age 
between 18–65 years, an understanding of English, and nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity as measured by 
a logarithmic acuity chart. Exclusion criteria included 
a history of eye injury or disease (eg, cataracts, macular 
degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma); neurological, 
intellectual, mood, or developmental disorders; a history of 
head injury with loss of consciousness of more than 10 
minutes; electroconvulsive therapy within the last 8 weeks; 
amblyopia (lazy eye) or a squint; and diabetes or high blood 
pressure. For patient participants, chlorpromazine (CPZ) 
equivalent dose, as a measure of total amount of antipsycho-
tic medication currently taken daily, was calculated accord-
ing to the method described by Leucht et al.33

WTAR
The Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR)34 was 
administered to each participant prior to their OCT ses-
sion. This is a reliable, valid, and brief measure that is 
used to generate an estimate of a verbal intelligence 
quotient (IQ), which is typically viewed as a proxy 
for premorbid full-scale IQ in neuropsychiatric 
populations.35

Figure 2 Perfusion density traces of the images shown in Figure 1. These images 
are binarized, so that regions that exceed a standard brightness threshold are 
rendered in white, while all other regions are rendered in black. These images 
depict the total area of the image containing blood vessels. The smaller images to 
the right are magnified views of the regions bordered by yellow squares. These 
images offer an additional perspective on retinal microvasculature reduction 
observed in schizophrenia.

Table 1 Age, Race, Ethnicity, and Medication Data, by Group, and for the Sample as a Whole

Age CPZ % White %* Hispanic % Male

Control   
(n=37)

32.22 (12.63)† 65 14 65

Schizophrenia   
(n=28)

32.21 (11.27)‡ 235.58 

(266.14)

23 18 86

Total   
(n=65)

32.22 (11.97) 48 15 74

*Notes: Hispanic ethnicity, as reported here, is independent of race, as per NIH (USA) reporting guidelines. †The age range for younger controls was 20–27 (mean=23.05, 
SD=2.35), and for older controls was 30–65 (mean=41.89, SD=11.79). ‡The age range for first episode schizophrenia patients was 19–42 (mean=24.00, SD=6.22) and for 
later episode patients was 25–59 (mean=38.37, SD=10.28).
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OCT and OCTA
OCT data were acquired with a Cirrus 5000 high definition 
(HD-) OCT scanner, a spectral domain (SD) OCT device. 
The OCT scanner acquired data at a scan depth of 2 milli-
meters, with a resolution of 5 micrometers, at a rate of 
approximately 27,000 axial (A-) scans per second. OCT 
angiograms were acquired from 3×3 mm2 scans centered 
on the foveal avascular zone (FAZ), the region at the center 
of the fovea in which blood vessels are absent. The region 
covered by the scans therefore includes the FAZ (typically 
500 microns wide), the fovea (typically 1.5 mm wide, 
including the FAZ), and the area surrounding the fovea. 
Automated segmentation of the FAZ from the surrounding 
vasculature, and all analyses of OCTA raw image data were 
implemented using AngioPlex MetrixTM, software devel-
oped by Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc. OCTA measures examined 
for this report were superficial layer perfusion density 
(reflecting the total percentage of the 3×3 mm2 region con-
taining blood vessels, with larger vessels contributing more 
to the estimate, which can be considered an estimate of 
potential retinal perfusion), and vessel density (the total 
length of all blood vessels, independent of blood vessel 
width, which represents the density of the vascular net-
work). While the variables are significantly correlated, ves-
sel density has been shown to be the strongest OCTA 
discriminator of healthy eyes from those with retinal 
disease.36 We also measured FAZ raw size (total area), as 
this enlarges when vessel density is reduced.

All images used for generating perfusion and vessel 
density metrics were read by both a researcher at Zeiss, 
and by an ophthalmologist (KMG), who were, for all 
images, unaware of the group membership of the parti-
cipant. Images were excluded if there was evidence of 
excessive motion artifact or signal inhomogeneity. This 
led to exclusion of data from 16 eyes in total (two right 
eyes from younger controls; two left eyes and one right 
eye from first episode patients; two left eyes from older 
controls; four left eyes and five right eyes from later 
episode patients). OCT-A scans were of poor quality in 
both eyes of six subjects, accounting for 12 of the 16 
eyes with poor-quality data. These six subjects (one 
younger control, and five patients (two first episode, 
three later episode)) did not contribute any data to the 
study. Therefore, the sample of OCTAs of sufficient 
quality to be included in the study were drawn from 
28 patients (12 first episode, 16 later episode) and 37 
controls (18 under 30 years of age, 19 over 30). 

Individual analyses often included slightly fewer parti-
cipants due to single eye exclusions for specific images, 
as noted above. Images for which the FAZ was not 
centered were used if none of the exclusion criteria 
listed above were met, as is common practice. In total, 
three eyes had non-centered scans: one from the 
younger schizophrenia subgroup and two from the 
older patient group. For all images used, OCTA signal 
strength was high (8 or higher out of a possible 10), and 
in nearly all cases (see Results) was at least 9. A cutoff 
of 9 has been recommended due to differences in OCTA 
findings between images at lower vs higher levels, and 
a lack of differences between images with signal quality 
ratings of 9 or 10.37 In clinical practice, however, 
images with ratings of 8 and 7 are often used. The 
manufacturer of the Cirrus 5000 HD-OCT device 
recommends using images with signal strength of 6 or 
greater for both OCTA and OCT images.38

From the conventional OCT data on retinal layer thick-
ness described in our earlier paper24 we included here, for 
correlational analyses, data on macula central subfield 
(CSF: the 1 mm2 region centered on the fovea) thickness, 
and macular cube volume (a 3D metric), which were the 
variables that differentiated the later episode schizophrenia 
group from all other groups (including first episode 
patients). We also included data on peripapillary retinal 
nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness from the previous 
dataset,24 although these values did not differ between 
patient and control groups in the original study. Per con-
vention, quality control was maintained by only including 
OCT scans with a signal quality of 7 (out of 10) or greater, 
and by visually reviewing every scan image to rule out 
evidence of retinal disease and significant artifacts. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that low signal quality 
in OCT images of retinal neural layers is associated with 
errors in segmentation of layers, and with reduced discri-
mination between healthy and diseased eyes.39 All sub-
jects had their right eye scanned first for OCT and OCTA 
protocols, followed by the left eye. During scanning, the 
non-scanned eye was occluded.

Data Analysis
Between-group comparisons on demographic variables 
used chi-square tests for categorical variables and t-tests 
for continuous variables. Between-group comparisons for 
the OCTA variables used Welch’s ANOVAs due to group 
differences in variance, which can lead to inflated Type 
I error when using traditional parametric or nonparametric 
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tests (eg, Kruskal–Wallis test). Spearman rho coefficients 
were used for correlational analyses due to differences in 
distribution sizes and characteristics between groups.

Results
Participants
Demographic and IQ characteristics of each group, along 
with medication data for patients, are reported in Tables 1 
and 2. The groups did not differ in age, maternal education 
level, or paternal education level. The patient group had 

a higher male–female ratio, but this difference did not 
reach statistical significance (Fisher’s Exact test, 
p=0.087). The groups differed in their rates of self- 
reported white vs non-white status (control=24:13, 
patient=6:20, Fisher’s Exact test, p=0.002), as well as in 
level of education and WTAR score (see Table 2).

Signal Strength for OCTA Scans
Mean OCTA signal strength was high for all of the images 
analyzed; specifically, it was 8 or higher in all cases, and 9 

Table 2 Verbal Intelligence Estimates (WTAR Scaled Scores), and Data on Participant, Maternal, and Paternal Education Levels, by 
Group

N Mean (SD) t (df) Sig. Effect Size (Cohen’s d)

WTAR Control 37 114.73 (8.79) 4.75 (41.86) 0.00 1.27
Schizophrenia 28 100.07 (14.41)

Years of education Control 37 17.16 (2.02) 4.30 (63) 0.00 1.08
Schizophrenia 28 14.73 (2.53)

Years of Education – Mother Control 37 15.22 (2.97) 0.76 (60) 0.45 0.20
Schizophrenia 25 14.60 (3.34)

Years of Education – Father Control 37 15.35 (3.31) 0.30 (56) 0.77 0.08
Schizophrenia 21 15.10 (2.76)

Note: Per convention d=0.20 is a small effect size, 0.50 is a medium effect size, and 0.80 or higher is considered a large effect size.

Table 3 OCT Angiography (OCTA) Findings, by Eye, by Group

N Mean (SD) Welch F df Sig. Effect Size (Eta-Squared)

Left Eye Perfusion Density Control 35 0.39 (0.02) 8.13 1, 27.38 0.01 0.16
Schizophrenia 23 0.37 (0.03)

Left Eye Vessel Density Control 35 22.14 (0.86) 6.89 1, 27.82 0.01 0.14
Schizophrenia 23 21.02 (1.93)

Right Eye Perfusion Density Control 35 0.39 (0.02) 4.90 1, 41.50 0.03 0.09
Schizophrenia 24 0.38 (0.03)

Right Eye Vessel Density Control 35 21.84 (1.25) 2.88 1, 40.49 0.10 0.05
Schizophrenia 24 21.17 (1.65)

Left Eye Signal Strength Control 35 9.97 (0.17) 4.35 1, 24.84 0.05 0.10
Schizophrenia 24 9.67 (0.70)

Right Eye Signal Strength Control 35 9.94 (0.24) 0.76 1, 30.25 0.39 0.02
Schizophrenia 25 9.84 (0.55)

Left Eye FAZ Control 35 0.21 (0.10) 4.94 1, 34.34 0.03 0.10
Schizophrenia 22 0.29 (0.15)

Right Eye FAZ Control 35 0.22 (0.09) 5.48 1, 38.97 0.02 0.10
Schizophrenia 24 0.29 (0.13)

Notes: Eta-squared values can range from 0 to 1. Per convention 0.01 is a small effect size, 0.06 is a medium effect size, and 0.14 or higher is considered a large effect size.
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or 10 in most cases (five images out of 119 (4.2%) were 
rated 8). For the schizophrenia group the mean (SD) signal 
strength in the left eye was 9.67 (0.70) and in the right eye 
was 9.84 (0.55), and for the control group the values were 
9.97 (0.17) and 9.94 (0.24), respectively. The between- 
group difference for signal strength in the left eye was 
statistically significant (p=0.047), whereas the right eye 
difference was not (p=0.39).

Between-Group Comparisons on 
Perfusion and Vessel Density
Means and standard deviations, and test results and effect 
sizes, for the four primary OCTA variables, are shown in 
Table 3, and additional characteristics of the distributions 

are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Welch’s ANOVAs indicated 
that the first and later episode schizophrenia groups did not 
differ on any OCTA variable or CPZ equivalent dose, and 
that the older and younger control groups did not differ on 
any OCTA variable, and so the two patient groups were 
combined, as were the two control groups, for all further 
analyses. The schizophrenia and control groups differed on 
left eye perfusion density and vessel density, and on right 
eye perfusion density, with the patient group demonstrat-
ing reduced density in all three cases. For right eye vessel 
density, the patient group also demonstrated a lower value, 
but the magnitude of the effect was at a trend level only. 
The schizophrenia group also demonstrated a significantly 
enlarged FAZ in both the left and right eye.
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Figure 3 Box plots of perfusion density values for the left eye (left panel) and right eye (right panel), by group. Density is expressed the proportion of total area in the 
3×3 mm2 image in which blood vessels are visible. Asterisks signify data points between 1–3 interquartile ranges from the lower hinge (25th percentile) of the boxplot. The 
main effect of group was significant in both cases. See text for statistical test results.
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Figure 4 Box plots of vessel density values for the left eye (left panel) and right eye (right panel), by group. Density is expressed as total length of all vessels in the 3×3 mm2 

image, in mm−1. Asterisks signify data points between 1–3 interquartile ranges from the lower hinge (25th percentile) of the boxplot. The main effect of group was significant 
in both cases. See text for statistical test results.
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Due to the significant difference in the racial composi-
tion of the patient and control groups, which raises the 
possibility that the patient-control group differences could 
be driven significantly by factors associated with interperso-
nal and medical histories that differed between white and 
non-white subjects, we performed post-hoc analyses on 
inter-race differences within the patient and control groups. 
For the patient group there were no significant differences on 
perfusion or vessel density, or FAZ size, in either eye. On 
some variables, the white subgroup had non-significantly 
reduced densities while on others the non-white group had 
lower values. The non-white group had higher (more abnor-
mal) FAZ size values in both eyes. For left eye FAZ size, the 
effect size (d) of the difference was 0.71. In all other cases 
effect sizes were below 0.42. For the control group, where 
the tests were more highly powered than in the patient 
group, the non-white subgroup had higher density values 

on three of the four density variables, and lower FAZ size 
values. Again, however, none of the differences were statis-
tically significant, and effect sizes were all below 0.40, with 
the exception of right eye FAZ size, where the white sub-
group had higher (more abnormal) values. In short, no 
pattern of white vs non-white differences emerged on 
OCTA variables, and the overall pattern of the direction of 
effects cannot account for the direction of patient vs control 
group differences.

Relationships Between OCTA Measures 
and Retinal Neural Tissue Thickness and 
Volume
For the sample as a whole, the correlation between perfusion 
density and macula CSF thickness for the left eye (n=58) 
was rs=0.49 (p<0.001), and between perfusion density and 
macula cube volume was rs=0.54 (p<0.001). For vessel 

Figure 5 Scatterplots of relationships between left eye (OS) perfusion and vessel density values as predictors of left eye macula central subfield (CSF) thickness and cube 
volume, for the entire sample. Each panel shows all data points along with the best-fitting least-squares regression line (in red, labeled as “estimate”), upper and lower 95% 
confidence limits for a single mean response (inner, blue lines), and prediction limits for new observations (outer, cyan lines). The Spearman rho correlation coefficient and 
accompanying p-value, expressing the strength of the relationship between variables, is shown in the lower right portion of each panel. Panels display relationships between: 
(A) perfusion density and CSF thickness; (B) vessel density and CSF thickness; (C) perfusion density and cube volume; and (D) vessel density and cube volume. The same 
overall pattern of positive relationships existed in the right eye data, but relationships between variables were weaker than for the left eye in all cases. The relationships 
between variables were similar for patients and control subjects when considered as separate groups.
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density, the correlation coefficients were 0.44 (p=0.001) and 
0.56 (p<0.001), respectively. See Figure 5 for graphical 
descriptions of these relationships. These associations were 
weaker for the right eye (n=62): the correlation between 
perfusion density and macula CSF thickness was rs=0.31 
(p=0.015), and between perfusion density and macula cube 
volume was rs=0.21 (p=0.11). For vessel density, the corre-
lation coefficients were 0.17 (p=0.20) and 0.07 (p=0.60).

For the schizophrenia group alone, the pattern was 
similar. The correlation between perfusion density and 
macula CSF thickness for the left eye was rs=0.44 
(p=0.037), and between perfusion density and macula 
cube volume was rs=0.60 (p=0.002). For vessel density, 
the correlation coefficients were 0.50 (p=0.016) and 0.60 
(p=0.002). For the right eye, the correlation between per-
fusion density and macula CSF thickness was rs=0.32 
(p=0.13), and between perfusion density and macula 
cube volume was rs=0.16 (p=0.46). For vessel density, 
the correlation coefficients were 0.28 (p=0.19) and 0.08 
(p=0.71).

OCTA measurements were also associated with RNFL 
thickness values. For the sample as a whole, left eye 
RNFL thickness was associated with greater left eye per-
fusion density, rs=0.41 (p=0.001) and greater left eye 
vessel density, rs=0.42 (p=0.001). For the right eye, 
RNFL thickness was related to greater perfusion density 
at a trend level, rs=0.25 (p=0.06) after removing one out-
lier (without outlier removal the correlation coefficient 
was 0.29 (p=0.03)). The correlation between RNFL thick-
ness and right eye vessel density was 0.14 (p=0.28).

For the schizophrenia group, left eye RNFL thickness 
was associated with greater perfusion density, rs=0.49 
(p=0.02) and greater vessel density, r=0.56 (p=0.01). For 
the right eye, the correlation between perfusion density 
and RNFL thickness was rs=0.10 (p=0.66), and between 
right eye vessel density and RNFL thickness was rs=−0.09 
(p=0.69).

Relationships Between OCTA Measures, 
Antipsychotic Medication Dose, and 
Duration of Illness
CPZ equivalent dose of antipsychotic medication was not 
significantly associated with any of the four primary 
OCTA variables: left eye perfusion density, rs=0.10 
(p=0.70); left eye vessel density, rs=0.004 (p=0.99); right 
eye perfusion density, rs=−0.04 (p=0.88), right eye vessel 
density, rs=−0.005 (p=0.98), or with left or right FAZ size 

(rs=0.21 and −0.19, p=0.21 and 0.42, respectively). These 
OCTA variables were also unrelated to age at first hospi-
talization or self-reported age of the appearance of the first 
psychotic symptom. Higher correlations were observed, 
for the left eye data only, with the variable “current age 
minus age at first hospitalization”, which can be consid-
ered a measure of duration of fully-developed illness. 
These tests were all in the direction of a longer duration 
of illness being associated with reduced densities; how-
ever, none of them reached statistical significance: left eye 
perfusion density, rs=−0.41 (p=0.08), left vessel density, rs 

=−0.35 (p=0.14), right perfusion density, rs=−0.01 
(p=0.95), right eye vessel density, rs=−0.05 (p=0.83), left 
FAZ size, rs=−0.05 (p=0.84), and right FAZ size, rs=−0.23 
(p=0.35).

Relationships Between OCTA Measures 
and WTAR Scores
For the sample as a whole, there were multiple significant 
relationships between OCTA indices and WTAR scores, 
indicating that reduced vasculature was associated with 
lower WTAR scores: left perfusion density, rs=0.31 
(p=0.02), left vessel density, rs=0.41 (p=0.002), right per-
fusion density, rs=0.36 (p=0.005), right vessel density, rs 

=0.29 (p=0.03), left FAZ size, rs=−0.29 (p=0.029), and 
right FAZ size, rs=−0.25 (p=0.055). For the schizophrenia 
participants alone, however, while some of the correlation 
values were similar, none of the correlations were statisti-
cally significant (all rs values<0.33; all p-values>0.12), 
due in some cases to lack of power.

Inter-Ocular Comparisons
As a quality control check, left and right eye data were 
compared (across the sample as a whole). These analyses 
indicated no differences between the left and right eyes on 
perfusion density (t(51)=0.43, p=0.67), vessel density (t 
(51)=0.60, p=0.55), FAZ size (t(50)=−0.60, p=0.55), or 
OCTA signal strength (t(53)=−1.00, p=0.32).

Discussion
The main findings from this study were that: 1) schizo-
phrenia patients demonstrated retinal microvasculature 
alterations, in both perfusion and vessel density, and in 
the size of the FAZ; 2) microvascular abnormalities were 
generally associated with thinning of retinal neural (macu-
lar and peripapillary RNFL) tissue, but the data were 
stronger for the left than the right eye; 3) among the 
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total sample, retinal microvasculature integrity was posi-
tively associated with scores on a proxy measure of verbal 
IQ; and 4) OCTA findings in patients were not signifi-
cantly related to length of illness or medication dose, 
although some of the correlation coefficients with the 
former variable were of a sufficient magnitude that this 
issue warrants further investigation in a larger sample and 
one with a larger age range.

Overall, these findings are consistent with the proposal 
that schizophrenia involves microvascular dysfunction,2 

and that there are significant vascular-ischemic effects of 
the disorder.5,6 The mechanisms involved in this remain 
unclear, however. One hypothesis is that neuroinflamma-
tory processes cause vascular abnormalities which even-
tually lead to changes in neuronal function and, eventually, 
volume.6 An alternative explanation is that retinal micro-
vasculature reduction is secondary to excitotoxicity. 
Evidence for this is that retinal microvasculature abnorm-
alities, and thinning of macula layers, have been linked to 
excessive glutamate due to reductions in the glutamate/ 
aspartate transporter in a mouse model of schizophrenia 
(GLAST-/- mice).40 Further work is needed to clarify the 
relative timing of microvascular versus neural tissue loss 
in the retina, and the mechanisms involved, in 
schizophrenia.

The relationship between reduced retinal microvascu-
lature and lower WTAR scores is consistent with data 
indicating that retinal venule width in adults is negatively 
associated with neuropsychological test scores, subjective 
appraisal of cognitive functioning, and IQ scores from 
childhood testing.41 A more recent study in children also 
observed that abnormal retinal microvasculature (specifi-
cally, reduced width of arterioles) was related to lower IQ 
and to specific aspects of cognitive impairment.42

This study had several limitations. One is the small 
sample size. A second is that we report data here only 
from the superficial retinal layer, and it is possible that 
deep retinal layer findings might differ (see four para-
graphs below). We also focused on the 3×3 mm2 region 
centered on the FAZ. It is possible that different findings 
might be obtained from larger total areas or from outer 
rings of the macula. A fourth issue is that the order of 
testing of eyes was not counterbalanced. This could have 
caused differences between the first (right) and second 
(left) eyes tested in level of dryness (from having kept 
the left eye open during initial testing of the right eye due 
to the requirement to not blink during scanning). Arguing 
against this, however, is that neither signal strength, nor 

any of the primary OCTA values (ie, perfusion density, 
vessel density, FAZ size) differed between left and right 
eyes. Visual inspection of the included images also did not 
reveal evidence of differences in the amount of dry eye or 
blink artifact, which typically have characteristic effects 
on OCTA images,43 between left and right eyes. Also, it is 
not clear why left eye data would be more affected by this 
factor in the schizophrenia group than in the control group, 
especially since: 1) there is some, albeit inconsistent, evi-
dence that people with schizophrenia blink more often 
than people without schizophrenia;44,45 and 2) while 
a reduced blink rate can be associated with Parkinsonian 
side-effects from (typically) high doses of antipsychotic 
medication, this relationship is weak,46 and we found no 
evidence of a relationship between OCTA data and CPZ 
equivalent medication dose in this sample. On the other 
hand, patients with schizophrenia were more likely to have 
OCT angiograms not analyzed due to artifacts in this 
study, which was likely related to excessive movement or 
dryer eyes. It is therefore possible that subtler artifacts that 
could not be detected when reading the images neverthe-
less led to lower density values in patients. In future 
studies, this potential confound can be mitigated by coun-
terbalancing the order of testing across eyes, and by using 
artificial tears in each eye prior to scanning each eye to 
match eyes on dryness level. A fifth limitation of the study 
is that we did not record data on certain variables on which 
the groups may have differed, and that are known to affect 
retinal health and OCT data.7,26 The most important of 
these are smoking and body mass index, since people with 
schizophrenia generally smoke at a higher rate than people 
in the general population,47,48 and also are more likely to 
be overweight due to a combination of factors,4,49 includ-
ing sedentary lifestyle and antipsychotic medication- 
induced weight gain. It will be important in future studies 
to determine the contributions of these factors to OCTA 
findings in schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is also associated 
with increases in diabetes and hypertension,4,50,51 which 
negatively affect retinal health, but these factors were not 
an issue in this study as potential participants with those 
diseases, or a range of other systemic or ophthalmological 
conditions were excluded from the study.

An additional limitation of the study is that the groups 
were not matched on education or race. While differences 
in education between schizophrenia and control groups are 
to be expected,52 the finding that the groups did not differ 
on maternal or paternal education suggests that group 
differences in WTAR scores did not reflect differences in 
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parental/inherited intelligence. However, the significant 
difference between groups in white vs non-white racial 
status indicates that clarification is needed regarding the 
relative contributions of schizophrenia vs interpersonal 
and medical history factors (eg, history of discrimination 
and social defeat experiences, quality of health care over 
the lifetime, etc.) in interpreting the results. This is 
a complex issue because schizophrenia is not independent 
of social disadvantage, and there is evidence that the latter 
set of factors can contribute to the development of 
schizophrenia,53–55 but also to cardiovascular disease.56 

Nevertheless, it will be important to better match groups 
on race in future studies to begin to determine the relative 
extents to which social (eg, discrimination) and medical 
factors that can affect retinal health (eg, diabetes, which is 
over-represented in schizophrenia and in non-white sam-
ples), and a diagnosis of schizophrenia itself are driving 
the microvasculature effects. In this study, it was notable 
that our post-hoc analyses did not reveal a pattern of white 
versus non-white differences on any of the OCTA vari-
ables. This suggests that, while social and medical factors 
are known to contribute to vascular changes, it is also 
likely that schizophrenia is associated with vascular 
changes, especially given the number of studies that have 
now observed this (outside of the retina).

Prior research has found that increased age is asso-
ciated with reduced retinal vessel density,57 but we did 
not observe differences between younger and older sub-
groups of patients and controls in this study. However, in 
the study by Wei et al.57 it was only people age 65 and 
over who were significantly different from the young adult 
group on retinal vessel density, and our older subgroups 
averaged well below age 65 (see Table 1 note). In future 
studies it would be important to determine if aging and 
schizophrenia interact to further accelerate retinal micro-
vasculature loss in older (>65) patients, as is the case for 
cerebral hypoperfusion.58

A potentially important finding from this study is that the 
first episode and later episode schizophrenia groups did not 
differ on OCTA findings. This is in contrast to our earlier 
OCT study of retinal neural layer thickness in the same 
sample,24 in which first episode patients’ findings were 
within normal limits, whereas later episode patients demon-
strated clear evidence of thinning at the macula. Because this 
study was not powered to detect small between-group differ-
ences, it is possible that a larger study would reveal subtle 
differences between these groups. On the other hand, our 
findings may reflect that vascular changes occur earlier than 

neural changes in the retina for patients with schizophrenia. 
This view is consistent with the hypothesis that schizophre-
nia involves a sequence of changes that begins with neuroin-
flammation, which causes vascular impairments, finally 
leading to changes in neuronal function and structure.5,6 It 
remains to be seen whether OCTA findings might be indica-
tors for anti-inflammatory or other specific intervention early 
in the course of schizophrenia, but this is an intriguing 
possibility for future investigation.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper describing OCTA 
findings in schizophrenia. However, findings from three ear-
lier studies have been published in abstract form, and it is 
important to interpret our findings within the context of those 
studies. One study with 19 schizophrenia patients and eight 
controls found reduced superficial layer perfusion and vessel 
densities, and, interestingly, observed increased perfusion 
densities in the deep retinal layer.59 Another study of 39 
schizophrenia patients and 27 controls found reduced super-
ficial layer perfusion density in the peripapillary region, but 
increased vessel density in the central macular region in the 
superficial layer.60 A third study of 24 schizophrenia patients 
and 16 controls found no change in perfusion or vessel 
density in schizophrenia, but observed wider vessel dia-
meters in the patient group.61 Without availability of further 
information about these studies, it is not possible to reconcile 
their different findings, or our findings with theirs. 
Importantly, however, increases or decreases in retinal vessel 
density have been reported in multiple sclerosis, and these 
differences may be due to methodological differences in how 
density is calculated, in addition to differences due to illness 
severity and stage.62 Regarding the latter, one possibility is 
that loss of microvasculature leads to hypoxia,63 which is 
followed by a compensatory increase in levels of vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), adenosine, and other 
angiogenic factors,64–66 which, under certain conditions, 
can lead to non-permanent increases in vascular density 
that exceed normal levels.62,67 Whether this process occurs 
in the retina in schizophrenia, or in some patients at certain 
points in the illness, and whether overcompensation becomes 
impossible at other points, is not known at present. Too few 
OCTA studies have been done in schizophrenia as of yet to 
predict which factors are associated with the direction (ie, 
increase vs decrease) or specific location of retinal blood 
vessel changes. This situation is similar in some ways to 
data from conventional OCT in schizophrenia, where differ-
ent studies have found thinning in different neural layers, and 
in the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer or macula or both, 
while some studies have reported normal findings.26 The 
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reasons for these differences are not entirely clear but are 
likely to involve heterogeneity within schizophrenia in terms 
of neurodevelopment and illness progression as well as 
genetic and other biological factors (eg, short- and long- 
term effects of neuroinflammation), and these need to be 
investigated in OCTA studies of schizophrenia as well. 
What is clear, however, is that schizophrenia appears to be 
associated with retinal microvascular abnormalities, and that 
the location (center, periphery) and layer (superficial, deep) 
of these changes can vary across patients.

If the findings from this study are replicated, they would 
provide further evidence that indices of retinal abnormalities 
are biomarkers of brain disease. Consistent with OCTA 
detecting changes in a range of neurological disorders,11 it 
was recently shown that OCTA data predict brain vasculature 
changes in cerebral small vessel disease.19 OCTA may there-
fore have utility as a screening tool for cerebral hypoperfu-
sion, which is a risk factor for dementia,68,69 but is also found 
in schizophrenia,58 even at first episode.70 Cerebral hypoper-
fusion is more common in older schizophrenia patients, 
however, where it worsens at a greater rate than expected 
from normal aging.58 If such cerebral vascular changes are 
found to contribute to the strikingly increased rates of early 
and late dementia diagnoses in people with schizophrenia,71 

OCTA could be an expedient and non-invasive method for 
monitoring neurovascular degeneration and cognitive 
decline in schizophrenia and other conditions associated 
with microvasculature changes, including atrophy over time.
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